
THINKING OUTSIDE THE CAGE 
BY JENNIFER NIXON 

Training Grosbeak Starlings 
 





Grosbeak Starling 
 natural history 

 Flock species 

 Highly gregarious 

 Upper canopy dweller 

 Diet=Insects, grain and fruit 

 Sexually Monomorphic 

 Nest in dead/rotten tree trunks 

 Inquisitive nature common in this family 

 Quick to learn by operant conditioning  
 

 



 Collection History 
 Atoxo medication needed in 

large free-flight exhibit that 
housed other species with Atoxo 

 Treat Bali Mynah, Golden- 
Breasted Starling, Violet-Backed 
Starling and Grosbeak Starling 
due to sensitivity to Atoxo 

 Other species not in mixed 
species exhibits are medicated in 
water 

 Sulfachlorpyridazine 

 Previous Golden Breasted 
Starlings training in Rainforest 

 Limited success due to foul 
tasting medicine 

 



Atoxo Medications 

 Baycox-No longer available in the US 

 Amprolium-Resistance issues 

 Trimethoprim-Resistance issues 

 Sulphachlorpyridazine (Vetasulid) 

◦ Water treatment (20 doses total per 
treatment, treatment 3x/ year) 

 Ponazuril 

◦ Oral- best for a mixed species exhibit where 
water is not an option (5 doses, 3x/year) 



Benefits of training 

 Ability to give prophylactic atoxo medication 
during breeding season to certain individuals 

 Able to use medication in situations that are 
time and stress sensitive 

◦  avoid stress/time delay of capture 

 Ability to confirm that specific 
individuals got medication 

 Ability to get a close look at birds that 
typically spend time in the canopy  

◦ watch for illness or change in physical condition, 
behavior change, band condition, breeding 
behavior, etc. 



Ambitious Training Plan  

 Behavior = station 

 Cue = Bell 

 Anticipated date of completion = 1 
month 

 Time needed = 1session/day 
7days/week 1min/session 

 Primary reinforcement = waxworms 

 Bridge = none 



 

 
Denver Zoological Foundation 
Animal Training Project Request and Planning Form 

 

 

 Your Name : Jenn Nixon Behavior: Station 

 Animal(s) to train : Grosbeak Starlings  Accession #: All 

 Area: Rainforest Keepers involved: All RF keepers 

 Resources needed: Bell 

 What does the finished behavior look like? Keeper rings bell, birds come to 
perch stations, take reinforcement by hand 

 How does the behavior relate to the species and / or how does it fit into the 
goals for your area?  Allow visual checks, individual IDs,  and medication 

 Date you would like to begin: Started in Quarantine 

 Anticipated date to complete behavior: 1 month 

 Number of session per day:   One Number of days per week: Seven 

 Estimate time per session: 1 minute 

 Primary reinforcement: waxworms 

 Other reinforcement:  other bugs  

 Bridge: none 

 Audio Cue: bell 

 Visual Cue: keeper and food cup 



Approximations 
1)  Ring bell and toss food, close door to cage – no expectation of the birds initially. 

2)  Repeat 1 – expectation of the birds to eat treats with keeper present. (If birds do 
not do this, collect treats and leave). 

3) Repeat 1– expectation of the birds to eat treats with keeper present within 5 feet 
-keeper outside, but at door of cage. (If birds do not do this, collect treats and 
leave). 

4)  Keeper inside cage, repeat steps 2 and 3 but remain in cage. 

5)  Ring bell and toss some food, deliver bonus food for staying in close proximity 
to keeper (placing on perches.) 

6) Repeat step 5, but raise hand to offer food to bird.  Remain in this step until 
birds are taking food from hand at arms length.  (If not coming, keeper can 
place food on perch where hand was offered, and lower hand to allow bird to 
take food from perch.  Step is not complete until birds take food from hand. ) 

7) Ring bell, birds come down to perch before food is hand delivered. 

8)  Move to RF, relax back to tossing food to show birds correct location.  Move 
quickly through steps until birds are landing on correct perch. 



Dimensions 4’x8’x8’  Dimensions 4’x7’x7’ 



 Cue=Bell    Reward=waxworms in blue 
cup 



Training Progress and Setbacks 

 Progress 

◦ Showed increased 
comfort with keepers 
at a small distance ~4 
feet 

◦ Bonded with each 
other in pairs 

 

 Setbacks/Obstacles 

◦ Still wary of keepers 
within comfort zone 
and hand 
movements 

◦ More than one 
keeper doing training 

◦ Cage size was 
limiting-not enough 
room for keeper and 
birds to have comfort 
zone inside cage  



Changes Made to Training Plan 
 Move the 2 calmest paired birds to Rainforest 

 Designate a training perch for them-different from 
Golden-Breasted Starlings 

 Train Golden-Breasted Starlings first to be a model of 
the finished behavior, then train Grosbeaks 

 Grosbeaks started coming over to Golden-Breasted 
training perch… 



 Train all birds Grosbeak and Golden-Breasted 
together at the same perch 

 Varied how bugs were offered (ground, 2 fingers 
holding bug, open hand, on perches) 

 Once one Grosbeak pair was successful we added 
another pair that appeared calmest around people 

 Third pair added once second pair was successful  

 6 total Grosbeaks trained 

 



Rainforest room Set-up  
 

 16 different species 

 35 individuals (usually more) 

 Identification difficult on small species in canopy 

 Less time spent looking for indivduals if they come to 
training 

 Identify illness or nesting based on behavior 

 Dimensions 80’x38’x35’ 

 Compared to training cages 4’x8’x8’ and 4’x7’x7’ 

 

 

 







Success!! After 11.5 months of 
training in cages 

 Leap of Faith and moved one pair at a 
time to Rainforest 

 Purple and Green-finished in 3 days 

 Blue-6 days and Red-1 month 

 Neon and Pink-3 weeks 

 

Bell + Waxworm + Training= 
SuccessfulMedication 
 

 





CONCLUSION 
 

 Look closely at natural history to see what the species is 
comfortable with 
 Flight distance -key to our success 
 Flock affinity 

 Watch relationships in the flock, look for pairs 
 Change the plan based on what the animal wants you 

to do, not what you want the animal to do 
 Modeling can be very important in training 
 Don’t be too rigid in your plan going a certain way 
 Positive reinforcement 
 Goal is for the animal to Choose to do the behavior 


